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Editor’s Foreword 
By Jerry Gipper

I was in Washington, D.C. during part of the October U.S. gov-
ernment shutdown. I was planning to attend the Defense Daily 
Open Architecture Summit, but two days before the event I 
received an email stating that it was delayed to November due 
to the shutdown. What to do, what to do?

The television exposure on the local channels was non-stop cov-
erage of the lack of progress in coming to some kind of agree-
ment. My fiancée and I wanted to see for ourselves what the 
National Mall looked like during the shutdown so on a rainy 
Thursday afternoon we boarded the Metro and headed to 
Capitol Hill. The pedestrian traffic was light but the rain prob-
ably had more to do with that than the shutdown. Every monu-
ment on the mall had barricades blocking access, and the Lincoln 
Memorial had park rangers on duty to prevent access. While the 
other memorials had barricades, in most cases it was possible 
to stroll through each. I visited my favorite, the FDR Memorial, 
with only one other couple in sight. It was as though we were 
experiencing a private showing of the memorial. We circled back 

towards the new Martin Luther King Memorial, approaching 
from the Tidal Basin side to a great view. From there we headed 
over toward the White House just in time to see the caravan of 
House Republicans leaving to return to Capitol Hill.

It was heartbreaking to see busloads of school children on 
field trips to the National Mall, faced with the closures of the 
museums and monuments. Imagine the impressions they were 
taking back home to Iowa and Montana. However, foreign tour-
ists were having a great time snapping photos of all the closed 
sights. I can only imagine what stories they were telling their 
friends back home.

From Washington, D.C. we flew to Bangor, Maine and then 
drove to Bar Harbor where we were to get married and spend 
our honeymoon. My fiancée and I were planning to have our 
wedding ceremony in Acadia National Park but with national 
being the key word, the park was “closed.” Fortunately we 
found a beautiful alternate site just outside the park for the 
wedding ceremony. We spent the next several days visiting the 
“closed” park. While there were barricades preventing auto-
mobiles and buses from entering the park loop, one could still 
hike or bike into the park without being stopped. In fact, over 
five days, we did not see a single ranger. We hiked to the top 
of Cadillac Mountain to see the sunrise. We biked the 20-mile 
park loop, which turned out to be a wonderful experience 
without the cars and buses competing for the same roads. It 
was almost as if we had exclusive access to this beautiful area at 
the peak of the autumn leaf season. If this was what a shutdown 
looked like, I was enjoying the experience. Maybe we do have 
too much government spending!

But overall, I was very disappointed in the way our leaders han-
dled the budget talks and I am embarrassed by all involved. 
The problem has not been solved, only delayed. We can be 
sure that January is not going to be any better. This is having a 
tremendous impact on our industry since government spending 
dictates which defense programs will move forward. The uncer-
tainty continues, slowing down research, new product devel-
opment, and sales of electronics. Suppliers continue to stay 
cautious, watching their spending while this uncertainty con-
tinues. At this point I have a difficult time even taking a guess 
as to when things will return to something that we recognize as 
normal. Maybe this will become the new normal, causing many 
to rethink their business plans for the next few years.

Shutdown live
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director

@VitaTechnology jgipper@opensystemsmedia.com
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In 1974, starting with 8-bit microprocessors, this embedded 
computing industry was driven by the microprocessor life 
cycle and computing performance increases. For the next 
30 years, all computers were CPU-bound: we could deliver 
more data on the interconnects than the CPU could process. 
But that changed in the 2000s, with the appearance of high-
speed differential-serial fabrics. Today, all computers are 
I/O-bound: the CPU can process more data than the intercon-
nects can deliver. This industry is now driven primarily by the 
bandwidth of the interconnects between the boards, not the 
microprocessor chips. That transition, from processor-driven 
to interconnect-driven, suggests that this industry now oper-
ates under a new set of laws:

Law 1: Every time the frequency of the signals on the back-
plane double, the distance those signals can run on the 
copper backplane traces declines by 50 percent.

This was particularly true when we used buses and single-
ended signals as the interconnect. This law remains true for 
serial-differential interconnects, but the distance the signals 
can run on copper backplane traces haven’t declined by as 
much as 50 percent over the frequencies we have experienced 
so far. As we move above 10 G, the distance the signals can 
run on the copper traces declines by more than 50 percent. 
So, the path of this law over time and frequency is not per-
fectly linear.

Law 2: Every time the network link frequency doubles,  
the demand for copper-based backplane systems declines by 
50 percent.

Backplane-based systems are centralized systems. They tra-
ditionally offered higher data transfer speeds on the back-
plane, between the boards, than the network links could offer. 
Besides providing performance advantages over network con-
nections, backplane-based systems also have another major 
benefit: modularity. Modularity, in turn, gives us two major 
capabilities that many critical systems require: maintainability 
and upgradeability. Additionally, the boards in centralized 
backplane systems can be cooled more efficiently, whether 
with air, conduction-cooling, or liquid. However, as the net-
work link bandwidth on a copper (or optical) cable increases 
past the bandwidth of the copper backplane link, the central-
ized system of boards in a rack can be more easily broken 

apart into a distributed system of motherboards and small 
form factor boxes, all connected to the network.

Law 3: To maintain the modularity benefits of backplane-
based centralized systems, the bandwidth of each data link 
on the copper backplane traces, between the boards, must 
be equal to or greater than the bandwidth of the network 
link cable.

If the network link bandwidth in a distributed system archi-
tecture is greater than the backplane link bandwidth in the 
centralized system architecture, then backplanes lose their 
primary performance advantage. The network performance 
advantage would then trump the modularity benefits (main-
tainability and upgradeability) of the backplane system, and 
those racks of boards will be split apart into distributed sys-
tems. We saw this happen in the 1970s, when Datapoint 
started connecting small minicomputers together into a dis-
tributed system, with early Ethernet connections. That innova-
tion destroyed the centralized-architecture backplane-based 
mainframe computer market.

Dancing with the devil
To retard the effects of Law 2 on backplane demand, we have 
been adding multiple copper traces to each backplane data 
link (x2, x4, x8, x16) to keep backplane link bandwidth equal 
to, or greater than, the network link bandwidth. The makers 
of fabric silicon have been giving us incremental increases in 
bandwidth over copper traces, but we are now at the “knee of 
the curve,” where copper falls apart as an interconnect foun-
dation (Law 1).

We are already seeing the data centers move to optical links 
and away from copper, more than doubling the network link 
bandwidth (Law 2). There are efforts afoot to link the boards in 
servers with tuned copper or optical cables, to keep the back-
plane link bandwidth equal to, or greater than, the network 
link bandwidth (Law 3).

If you believe “Alderman’s Three Laws” above, then you 
know that backplanes must move to optical connections, 
either with optical cables between the boards or reflective 
polymer optical waveguides in the backplane PCB laminate. 
Otherwise, Law 3 will invoke Law 2, and backplanes will suffer 
the fate of the mainframe.

VITA News 
By Ray Alderman

The laws that drive this industry 
have changed

exec@vita.com
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Over the years since the announcement of VMEbus in 1981 
there have been a great number of people who have made 
tremendous contributions to the innovation and advancement 
of many technologies that have been important to the critical 
and intelligent embedded computing industry. The intention 
of the VITA Technologies Hall of Fame is to honor and preserve 
the memory of the key contributors.

John Rynearson became the first inductee into the hall of fame 
at the November VSO meeting in front of his colleagues that 
he has worked with over the years.

Exemplary service
John was a co-founder of Mizar in 1982 and took on the role 
of vice president of engineering. In 1987 John took on his first 
leadership role at VITA as chairman of the VITA software sub-
committee. The committee had the challenge to work on a 

› Figure 1 | John Rynearson makes a short speech after 
receiving the first VITA Technologies Hall of Fame award.
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Defining Standards

VITA Technologies launches 
Hall of Fame
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director

At the September VITA Standards Organization (VSO) 
meeting, John Rynearson, the technical director of 
VITA, indicated his desire to retire in early 2014. That 
announcement got the wheels spinning between 
Ray Alderman, executive director of VITA, and 
the management team at OpenSystems Media, 
leading to the creation and launch of the  
VITA Technologies Hall of Fame.



Real-time Kernel Interface Definition (RKID), unifying the many 
different options in real-time kernel interfaces that existed at 
the time.

In December of 1993 John became the technical director of 
VITA, starting a 20-year career with the organization. In his 
role as technical director, John has patiently participated in 
countless VSO meetings, working group conference calls, and 
ANSI audits.

Key contributions
 › Transitioning VITA from paper to the Internet as the VITA 

website administrator
 › Conducting VMEbus training courses
 › VITA standards administrator, managing the members’ 

development of more than 70 ANSI-recognized standards
 › Instituting ANSI procedures and implementing the process 

that enabled ANSI accreditation for VITA specifications
 › Administering regular ANSI audits of the VITA policies and 

procedures
 › Overseeing VITA’s ITAR and patent policies, including 

implementing the ex-ante patent policy that makes VITA a 
leader in such policies as it applied to standards developer 
organizations

 › Secretary of VITA board of directors
 › Administrator for VITA conferences such as Bus and 

Board, CoolCon, and Military Embedded Electronics and 
Computing Conference (MEECC)

 › Handling countless questions on VITA specifications

“I have been truly blessed to have John as the technical director 
of VITA during my tenure,” stated Ray Alderman. “It has been a 
privilege to work with John. I have great respect for his integrity 
and skills, and I could not have asked for a better person to be 
the technical director of VITA.”

“I have enjoyed working with John over the past nine years,” 
stated Dean Holman, chairman of the VSO and director of global 
support services and sustaining engineering at Mercury Systems. 
“His intimate knowledge of the VSO’s policies and operations, 
coupled with his amazing organizational skills, have been crucial 
in helping me to fulfill the roles and responsibilities of chairman, 
and are directly responsible for the smooth operation of the 
organization. I wish John all the best in his retirement.”

John has been a great friend of mine over the years. It has been 
an honor learning and working with him as we advanced the 
cause of VMEbus and all the other technologies that have come 
out of VITA. John has always had a handle on the challenges 
and a vision for the future. He has promised me that he will 
stay available to be sure the transition to the next generation 
goes smoothly.

OpenSystems Media has established a website for the VITA 
Technologies Hall of Fame at www.opensystemsmedia.com/
hall-of-fame/vita-technologies. Additional inductees will be 
introduced in January with the intention of adding more mem-
bers each year. The guidelines for qualifications and submitting 
nominees will be posted on the website.
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Updates to 2012 trend predictions
Military programs will take a hit. While 
this definitely did happen in 2012 and will 
continue into 2014, upgrades have con-
tinued keeping older technology in play. 
Automation and robotics, especially in 
unmanned vehicles of all types, has con-
tinued with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
(UAVs) leading the charge. When this 
trend will reverse is unclear as our poli-
ticians struggle with making spending 
policy decisions that make sense. 
Resolving issues with the U.S. budget do 
not look good going into 2014.

VPX revenues are projected by industry 
analysts to match VME. This didn’t quite 
happen, as the cuts and uncertainty on 
military program spending went on 
longer than expected and is in fact still 
ongoing. New data from IMS Research 
shows the crossover more likely to now 
occur in 2016 (see Table 1). 

Small form factor fever rages on. The 
form factor picture has not come com-
pletely into focus but progress has 
been made. VITA 75 reached “Trial 
Use” status in mid-2012 but no one has 
announced any VITA 75 products as of 
press time, leading me to believe that 

many of the original supporters have 
put this on the back burner. VITA 74 is 
about to enter “Trial Use” status with 
a couple of companies having already 
announced VITA 74 intentions. Expect 
a public unveiling of the standard in 
January. VITA 73 is still in working group 
status with a short list of supporters 
working to bring the specification to 
“Trial Use” status in the coming months. 

Rugged COM Express is also racing to 
“Trial Use” status with a January rollout 
of the standard expected. The economic 
slowdown has stalled many programs 
that would use products based on these 
specifications, taking the pressure off of 
many of the suppliers to quickly advance 
the standards work. The interest in small 
form factors is still very high and will only 
continue to increase.

Business barometer
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director

In the Spring 2012 issue of VITA Technologies, 
I discussed the top 10 trends in critical 
embedded systems that I saw impacting 
our industry. Let’s take a look back at those 
trends to evaluate how they have developed, 
declaring some over, and looking forward for 
new emerging trends.
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› Table 1 | VME vs VPX forecast.
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FPGAs are poised to take over the 
majority of I/O responsibility on 
single board computers. No signifi-
cant changes here as the role of FPGAs 
continues to grow. While there is still 
progress to be made, I am going to 
take this off the trend list because it has 
become common practice to use FPGAs 
for much of the I/O on high-end Single 
Board Computers (SBCs).

The role of InfiniBand will strengthen 
in critical embedded systems. There is 
more mention of InfiniBand as a solid 

choice in specific applications. The 
Mellenox ConnectX-3 Pro adaptor chip 
is making it easy for board suppliers to 
support both Ethernet (10/40/56 GbE) 
and InfiniBand in a single design. The 
strength of 40 GbE continues to domi-
nate the technology, making it hard for 
InfiniBand to have a significant impact on 
system interconnections used with critical 
embedded system-based applications.

Optical interconnect products to 
emerge. The first VPX products 
allowing optics to be passed through 

the backplane using VITA 66 blind-mate 
optical interconnects were announced in 
2013. More work is needed to address 
the optical backplane, but the move 
to optical interconnects is a slow one 
at best. The discussions on optical 
backplanes are heating up and there is 
activity building in the standards arena.

Proposals for smaller mezzanines for 
blade boards to appear in a working 
group. In 2012 I speculated that we 
might see new mezzanine proposals 
emerge. Nothing happened and nothing 
appears to be on the horizon. I’m going 
to declare this trend a non-starter for 
now. The workhorse mezzanines – PMC, 
XMC, and FMC continue to satisfy needs 
for now.

QorIQ with AltiVec makes a return. A 
substantial wave of Freescale QorIQ-
based products from several suppliers 
were announced in 2013, bringing a 
resurgence in Power Architecture pro-
cessors back to the critical embedded 
markets. Intel launched their 4th gen-
eration Intel Core processor family 
based on the Haswell microarchitec-
ture, keeping their position secure. The 
battle continues.

ARM shows up as the primary pro-
cessor in single board computers. 
Still limited primarily to specialized I/O 
boards or as FPGA cores, ARM has not 
yet impacted the SBC market. There 
are board level supplier roadmaps with 
ARM showing up on the small form 
factor products that are targeted at low 
power applications. The acceptance of 
ARM is growing in critical and intelligent 
embedded computing applications.

Suppliers start to use the guidance of 
VITA 51 to define the reliability levels of 
their products. The VITA 51 team made 
several improvements to the specifica-
tion in 2013. There is growing accep-
tance but at a slow pace.

What is ahead for the next year?
New trends are developing or, in some 
cases, re-emerging. Let’s take a quick look 
at what is showing up on the radar screen.

Manufacturers moving up the supply 
chain to higher levels of integration. 
This is an old and ongoing trend that has 
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seen resurgence in the past months. In 
the VITA technology space, this is driven 
by the increased complexity of solutions 
using VPX technology. With the long 
list of options, a fully integrated system 
from a single supplier is the fastest way 
to market with a new application. Even 
board level only suppliers are searching 
for more complete products to offer 
their customer base.

VPX High-Performance Embedded 
Computing (HPEC) platforms bring 
power to mobile applications. Serial 
switch fabric-based architectures like VPX 
enable the creation of a new and smaller 
class of high performance computers 
dedicated to the critical systems market. 
These VPX-based HPEC platforms are a 
fraction of the size and orders of magni-
tude greater in performance than the pre-
vious generation of platforms. The small 
size of VPX fits the needs of fixed and 
mobile applications alike, leaving it up to 
the imagination of system designers to 
craft new uses for these HPEC platforms. 
HPEC platforms capable of hundreds of 
GFLOPs can fit in a 3U or 6U rack and 
can scale much larger as driven by the 
needs of the application. Stay tuned for 
some pretty incredible all-around perfor-
mance claims, with VPX at the core of the 
platform.

Active cables improve the SWaP equa-
tion for critical embedded systems. 
Bandwidth is the single biggest concern 
for connector suppliers, followed closely 
by demand for smaller and lighter con-
nectors for increasingly mobile plat-
forms. All of this while still cognizant of 
cost sensitivity. Data centers are already 
embracing active cables to overcome lim-
itations of bandwidth and distance. The 
critical and intelligent embedded com-
puting platforms are sure to follow as the 
reliability active cables improve. Active 
copper-based cables can be used for 
the lowest cost and lowest power appli-
cations while active optical fiber-based 
cables are ideal for the longest distances.

Solid State Disks (SSDs) overtake Hard 
Disk Drives (HDDs) as the primary 
storage for critical systems. The price/
GB of SSD will continue to be higher 
for several years, but the trend is not 
in favor of HDDs, having difficulties to 
increase in areal density. Progressively, 

storage systems are going to use more 
and more SSD as tier one or primary 
storage, with HDD being progressively 
a backup media for tier two.

Cloud storage is not going away. 
Increasing Internet bandwidth is making 
cloud storage more attractive each 
year. The U.S. Department of Defense 
(DoD) recognizes that they have a 
problem keeping up with technology 
and, as a result, is embracing a strategy 
for cloud computing – the DoD Cloud 
Computing Strategy. Even critical 

systems will need to learn how to adapt 
to this environment.

Summary
Everyone can agree that the economic 
situation going into 2014 is still uncer-
tain at best. It has made great progress 
and certain segments are doing better 
than most. Unfortunately, the defense 
spending is the most uncertain of all 
until at least the early part of 2014. The 
good news is that innovation is keeping 
pace, helping to stimulate new opportu-
nities across the board.  

•  Intra-vehicle network switching
•  Distributed architecture vehicle controller
•  VICTORY compliant switch, router,  
   timing, and control
•  WAN – LAN interconnectivity and firewall
•  Shared processing and peripheral  
   communications

When SWAP-C is Mission-Critical
 
The small, light footprint and powerful performance of the 
Gigabit Ethernet NanoSWITCH make it ideal for rugged com-
mercial and military field applications. The NanoSWITCH can 
be ordered in various configurations, ranging from a simple 
Layer 2 switch to a fully managed Layer 2/3 switch and router. 
An optional Auxiliary Gateway Processor can be added, along 
with CAN Bus, MIL-STD-1553, SAASM GPS, SINCGARS and 
HAVEQUICK Interfaces, PTP, and MEMS Inertial Measurement Units

©2013 Themis Computer. All rights reserved. Themis Computer, Themis and the 
Themis logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of  Themis Computer. All other 
trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

www.themis.com

•  Scalable from L2 switch to L2/L3 switch  
   router with auxillary gateway processor,  
   SAASM GPS, CAN, 1553, PTP, and IMU
•  10x 10/100/1000 GigE Port
•  1x 10/100/1000 GigE WAN/Firewall/ 
   Management Port
•  Single Core Intel Atom or Dual Core AMD  
   Fusion Auxillary Gateway Processor
•  64 GB SSD for Auxillary Gateway Processor 
•  2x CAN Bus Ports
•  1x MIL-STD-1553B Port
•  2x USB 2.0 Port
•  1x Serial Management Port
•  1x Serial COM Port
•  1x VGA Port

•  1x Rockwell Collins GB-GRAM  
    SAASM GPS
•  1x VectorNAV MEMS IMU
•  Operating Temperature: -40C to +71C
•  Sealed Circular-MIL Connectors
•  IP67 Water Resistant
•  Shock: 50g @ 25mSec
•  Vibration: 5G RMS 10Hz to 2kHz
•  10V to 36V DC
•  XX to YY W, Configuration Dependant
•  MIL-STD-810 (Environmental),  
•  MIL-STD-1275  (Ground Vehicle Power)
•  MIL-STD-704 (Aircraft Power)
•  MIL-STD-461F (EMI)

Features Applications

THE GIGABIT ETHERNET NANOSWITCH
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Introduction
Much of the innovation in technology is driven by various  
programs and initiatives launched by government agencies 
and branches of the armed forces. These programs set goals 
and objectives that tend to stretch the capabilities of current 
solutions, driving innovation that leads to the next break-
through technology.

Many defense programs strive to reduce development time 
and product life cycle costs by using commercially available 
components in their programs. There are several initiatives that 
influence or drive open standards development or the use of 
commercially available products.

DARPA programs
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA’s) 
mission is to maintain the technological superiority of the U.S. 
military and prevent technological surprise from harming our 
national security by sponsoring revolutionary, high-payoff 
research, bridging the gap between fundamental discoveries 
and their military use.

Within DARPA are six offices that focus on relevant areas 
of research. Of those organizations, those listed in Table 1 
have research projects that have the most impact on 

Intel technology.

DARPA maintains a list of their current solicitations where one 
can visit to see which projects might be of relevant interest. 
DARPA also schedules challenges that drive a lot of innovation; 
for instance, the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge robotic race 
through the Mojave Desert, won by Stanford University. The 
current challenge is the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC). The 
primary technical goal of the DRC is to develop ground robots 
capable of executing complex tasks in dangerous, degraded, 
human-engineered environments.

Modular Open Systems Approach (MOSA)
MOSA is both a business and technical strategy for developing 
a new system or modernizing an existing one. It is an integral 
part of the toolset that will help the DoD achieve its goal of pro-
viding the joint combat capabilities required for 21st century 
warfare, including supporting and evolving these capabilities 
over their total life cycle.

DoDD 5000.1 states that, “Acquisition programs shall be 
managed through the application of a systems engineering 
approach that optimizes total system performance and 
minimizes total ownership costs. A modular, open-systems 
approach shall be employed, where feasible.”

Small form factors get deployed 
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director

Several key DoD programs (DARPA, VICTORY, MOSA, etc.) are driving 
standards where Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) are key considerations. 
Small Form Factor (SFF) boards and systems are key components in 
many of the programs.

Artist rendition of robots competing in the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC). Photo courtesy of DARPA.
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MOSA lists several objectives but the most relevant to small form factor standards are:

 › Leverage commercial investment 
 › Reduce the development cycle time and total life cycle cost 
 ›  Ensure that the system will be fully interoperable with all the systems which it must 

interface, without major modification of existing components 
 › Enhance commonality and reuse of components among systems 
 › Enhance access to cutting edge technologies and products from multiple suppliers 
 › Mitigate the risks associated with technology obsolescence 
 › Mitigate the risk of a single source of supply over the life of a system 
 › Enhance life cycle supportability 
 › Increase competition

VICTORY initiative
Vehicle Integration for C4ISR/EW Interoperability (VICTORY) was started as a way to 
correct the problems created by the “bolt on” approach to fielding equipment on U.S. 
Army vehicles. Implementation of VICTORY allows tactical wheeled vehicles and ground 

combat systems to recover lost space 
while reducing weight and saving power – 
the SWaP portion of the initiative.

Additionally, implementation allows plat-
form systems to share information and 
provide an integrated picture to the crews 
–  the connected portion of the initiative. 
Finally, implementation provides an open 
architecture that will allow platforms to 
accept future technologies without the 
need for significant re-design – the cost 
containment portion of the initiative.

Under the initiative, a framework for inte-
gration of C4ISR/EW, and other electronic 
mission equipment on ground platforms, 
continues to be developed. VICTORY pro-
vides a phased set of standard specifica-
tions covering the capabilities needed to 
integrate C4ISR/EW mission equipment 
and platform applications. 

The VICTORY standard specifications are 
developed by a government-industry 
standards body. This body follows an 
“adopt-adapt-author” methodology in 
the effort to move towards establishing a 
set of open standards for use within the 
vehicle and mission system communi-
ties. These standards are independent of 
specific hardware or software solutions. 
Several small form factors are being pro-
posed as part of the VICTORY solutions.

FACE Consortium
The Future Airborne Capability 
Environment (FACE) Consortium is an 
aviation-focused professional group 
made up of U.S. industry suppliers, cus-
tomers, and users and is hosted by The 
Open Group. The consortium is creating a › Table 1 | DARPA offices, charter, and focus areas.

Charter Description Focus Areas

Adaptive 
Execution 
Office (AEO)

To accelerate game-changing 
DARPA technologies into DoD 
capabilities.

Defense 
Sciences 
Office (DSO)

To bridge the gap from funda-
mental science to applications 
by identifying and pursuing the 
most promising ideas within 
the science and engineering 
research communities and 
transforming these ideas into 
new DoD capabilities.

 › Physical Science
 › Neuroscience
 › Materials
 › Mathematics
 › Biology

Microsystems 
Technology 
Office (MTO)

Investing in areas such as 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS), electronics, 
computing, photonics, and 
biotechnology.

 › Biological Platforms
 › Computing
 › Electronic Warfare (EW)
 › Manufacturing
 › Novel Concepts
 › Photonics
 › Position, Navigation, and Timing
 › Thermal Management

Strategic 
Technology 
Office (STO)

To research technologies that 
enable fighting as a network to 
increase military effectiveness, 
cost leverage, and adaptability.

 › Battle Management, Command 
and Control (BMC2)

 › Communications and Networks
 › Intelligence, Surveillance, and 

Reconnaissance (ISR)
 › Electronic Warfare (EW)
 › Positioning, Navigation, and 

Timing (PNT)
 › Foundational Strategic 

Technologies and Systems

Tactical 
Technology 
Office (TTO)

To provide or prevent strategic 
and tactical surprise with very 
high-payoff, high-risk devel-
opment of revolutionary new 
platforms, weapons, critical 
technologies and systems, 
approaches addressing afford-
ability, as well as rapid agile 
development.

Artist rendition of robots competing in the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC). Photo courtesy of DARPA.
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technologically appropriate open FACE 
reference architecture, standards, and 
business model that will result in:

 › Standardized approaches for using 
open standards within avionics 
systems

 › Standards that support a robust 
architecture and enable quality 
software development

 › The use of standard interfaces that 
will lead to reuse of capabilities

 › Defined interoperability within FACE 
systems and components

 › Portability of applications across 
multiple FACE systems and vendors

Impact on VITA standards
All of the aforementioned programs, 
initiatives, and consortium have con-
siderable impact on what type of stan-
dards are developed in VITA working 
groups. The influence provides guid-
ance and helps to establish goals for the 
impacted working groups. 3U VPX, VITA 
59: Rugged COM Express, VITA 73: SFF, 
VITA 74: Nano SFF, and VITA 75: Rugged 
SFF have all been motivated by some 
aspect of these influences.

VITA 74: Nano SFF is a direct result 
of the VICTORY initiative, as Themis 
Computers was interpreting the require-
ments for SWaP into a new small form 
factor standard.

The Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense 
Solutions’ Digital Beachhead Ethernet 
switch and Vehicle Management 
Computer appear to be packaged to 
something approaching the VITA 75. 
It is housed in a small and lightweight 
rugged chassis, with I/O configurations 
in the spirit of the specification.

Hardware and software companies are 
each participating in the FACE Consortium 
and the VICTORY Initiative (see Table 2). 

They are working together to address the 
concerns of each program in developing 
standards necessary to their success.

Summary
3U VPX is showing up in many deployed 
systems now and it is only a matter of 
time before some of the other small 
form factors make it to the front lines.

Small form factor boards and systems 
are very important to the next genera-
tion of critical and intelligent embedded 
systems. New initiatives, programs, and 
consortium will emerge and others will 
fade away. But you can rest assured that 
we are only at the forefront of a wave of 
small form factor innovation.

FACE Consortium VICTORY Initiative

Curtiss-Wright Controls 
Defense Solutions

Curtiss-Wright Controls  
Defense Solutions

GE Intelligent Platforms GE Intelligent Platforms

Green Hills Software, Inc. Green Hills Software, Inc.

LynuxWorks, Inc. Themis Computer

Wind River Systems

› Table 2 | Critical embedded supplier participation.
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Primetime Choices

VME and VPX: One-two punch  
for design flexibility in new or 
existing systems

Aitech Defense 
Systems, Inc. 
launched a pair 
of rugged Single 
Board Computers 
(SBCs) based on the 
Freescale 12-core 
T4240 QorIQ pro-
cessor architecture. 
Both the VME-based 

C111 and the VPX-based C112 provide integrated perfor-
mance characteristics that enable enhanced processing in 
data-intensive rugged and defense computing environ-
ments. Equipped with two PMC/XMC sites each, the boards 
provide extended resources and design flexibility. Both the 
C111 and C112 are available in conduction- and air-cooled 
versions for use in a diverse set of rugged environments. 
The C111 supports 2eSST and 2eVME protocols, as well 
as legacy VME interfaces. The C112 offers the same I/O 
resources as its VME counterpart, but is designed around 
the VPX specification.

Aitech Defense Systems, Inc. 

www.rugged.com

www.vita-technologies.com/p9916116

New ‘sweet-spot’ for COTS 
performance for C4ISR and HPEC 
applications is fabric agnostic

Today’s proces-
sors are out-
pacing I/O 
bandwidth, 
and 40 Gbps 
I/O takes a 
step towards 
closing the 
gap. The new-

est member of Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions’ 
Fabric40 family, the VPX6-1958 is a rugged, high perfor-
mance 6U OpenVPX SBC that combines an Intel 4th gener-
ation Core i7-4700EQ processor with a dual 40 Gbps back-
plane I/O interconnect. The VPX6-1958 provides support 
for 10/20/40 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and SDR/DDR/QDR/
FDR-10 InfiniBand (IB) connectivity. System designers have 
the option to select the fabric protocols, whether 10 or 40 
Gbps Ethernet or the 10/20/40 Gbps IB, that best suit their 
application’s unique requirements.

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions

www.cwcdefense.com

www.vita-technologies.com/p9916071

Get a jump on the competition

Time to market is important to any electronics design 
team. The 6U VPX Channelizer System from BittWare is a 
complete, fully-tested and configured Stratix V development 
environment with high-speed data conversion ideal for time-
critical military applications. The single-slot 2U VPX system 
features BittWare’s S5-6U-VPX (S56X) FPGA COTS board 
utilizes high-density Altera Stratix V GX or GS FPGAs and 
two VITA 57 FMCs (FPGA Mezzanine Cards) with direct data 
connections to the on-board FPGAs. An ARM Cortex-A8 
handles the control plane interface and processing.

BittWare 

www.bittware.com

www.vita-technologies.com/p9916295

608 GFLOPS of full throttle 
performance and the I/O bandwidth 
to match

High Performance 
Embedded 
Computing (HPEC) 
just reached a new 
milestone with the 
innovative fabrica-
tion and cooling 
technologies found 
in the Mercury 

Systems, Inc. Ensemble HDS6602 High Density Server. The 
Intel Xeon processor E5-2600 v2, combined with Mellanox’s 
ConnectX-3 technology to exploit InfiniBand or Ethernet as 
a high-performance interconnect in VPX, the HDS6602 is 
well suited to meet the processing demands of the most 
complex radar and other massively intensive embedded 
processing applications. Mercury’s Air Flow-By cooling sys-
tem, which more efficiently cools the HDS6602, enables full-
throttle processing. Air Flow-By delivers the most efficient 
cooling available while providing environmental isolation for 
the module from moisture, liquids, and dust.

Mercury Systems

www.mrcy.com

www.vita-technologies.com/p9916296

The flood of product announcements in the past quarter has made it  
difficult to select the winners of this issue’s PrimeTime Choices. It is great  
to see so much innovation!
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Primetime Choices

Elma’s SigPro1 is a high performance platform is 
ideal for unmanned systems needs such as data 
acquisition, radar, signal processing, and beam-
forming applications. Elma’s mission computing 
systems are configurable, rugged platforms which 
provide reliable embedded computing for a variety of 
unmanned systems application requirements. Elma’s 
expert team will help you from initial 
system development to the final deployed 
platform housed in a variety of small 
rugged chassis designed to meet mission 
size, weight and power constraints.

SigPro1: Signal Acquisition, 
FPGA-based Record/Play-
back System
“ “

Conduction-cooled XMC with dual 
channel 10 GbE interface
Thermal management is a critical issue for many harsh envi-
ronmental conditions including defense, industrial, commu-
nication, networking, and transportation applications. The 
TEWS TXMC387 is a dual channel 10 GbE conduction-cooled 
Switched Mezzanine Card (XMC) module supporting 100, 
1000 Mbitps and 10 Gbitps transmission rates at full duplex 
operation. The XMC P15 connector provides configuration 
and register access to the Intel X540 dual port 10 GbE con-
troller via an x8 PCIe link. 

TEWS TECHNOLOGIES GmbH

www.tews.com

www.vita-technologies.com/p9916065

XMC dual CFast 
controller/adapter 
features hot swap 
removable device plus 
on-board storage

Storage is a must for embedded sys-
tems. Technobox, Inc. has announced 
a unique SATA-based storage solution 
in its 6183 dual CFast XMC adapter 
that accommodates two CFast devices 
– either the Type 1 or 2 – with one 
affixed to an on-board site and the 
other removable via the front panel 
port. Data movement between each 
CFast device and the internal 1x PCIe 
bus is controlled by a Silicon Image 
Sil3132 bridge. A retention mechanism 
is included to prevent accidental 
removal of the front panel device and 
function as an interlock for the 6183 
hot swap feature. 

Technobox, Inc.

www.technobox.com

www.vita-technologies.com/p9916297
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Kontron took a major step towards solving this problem with 
its HPEC Proof-of-Concept (PoC) platform, which delivers 40 
Gigabit Ethernet (GbE)-equivalent data transfer rates via PCI 
Express 3.0 (Figure 1). The platform delivers breakthrough 
I/O data bandwidth in a small footprint for next-generation 
embedded radar/sonar applications. The PoC platform is based 
on VPX, which is known for its high performance, harsh environ-
ment capability, and small size. Designed as a complete system, 
the Kontron HPEC PoC integrates the 3U VPX SBC VX3044, 
the VPX PCIe Switch VX3905, and the high-end L2/L3 Ethernet 
switch VX3910 into one platform (Figure 2).

The Kontron PoC is unusual for its use of PCIe instead of 10 
GbE, which is a popular serial fabric option for high-perfor-
mance computing platforms. Ethernet has the benefit of wide-
spread adoption and excellent software support for the TCP/
IP protocol. However, some applications require even higher 
throughput that is available through serial fabrics like PCIe 3.0, 
but these solutions have been hindered by programming chal-
lenges and more limited support of communication protocols.

Kontron HPEC Proof-
of-Concept delivers 
breakthrough I/O data 
bandwidth
By Jerry Gipper

High-Performance Embedded Computing (HPEC) 
has made tremendous leaps in performance and 
capability, with new implementations adding to the 
advancements. Processors like the 3rd generation 
Intel® Core™ i7 are making HPEC a powerful and 
cost-effective solution, eliminating the compute 
performance bottleneck of previous generations. 
However, a major challenge for HPEC platforms 
remains, “How do I get more high-bandwidth data to 
the processors?” Applications such as radar, sonar, and 
other signal processing systems generate gigabytes of 
data that need high GFLOP computational power.

Editor’s Note: This article first appeared as a blog post on the Intel Embedded Community website,  
and was published by the Intel Intelligent Systems Alliance.

› Figure 1 | The Kontron HPEC PoC delivers 40 GbE-
equivalent data rates over PCI Express 3.0 in a small 
footprint, VPX-based solution.
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What sets the Kontron platform apart is the use of PCIe 3.0 to 
deliver 40 GbE-equivalent data transfer rates using common 
TCP/IP protocols. The combination of PCIe 3.0 and TCP/IP 
is achieved through Kontron’s VXFabric* middleware, which 
implements the TCP/IP protocol over the PCIe infrastructure 
to boost transmission bandwidth to nearly 40 GbE speeds 
(Figure 3). This allows the I/O data bandwidth to match up 
nicely with the capabilities of 3rd generation Intel Core i7 pro-
cessors on the VPX blades while running a well-established 
transfer protocol, minimizing software impact during system 
development and enabling the quick transfer of legacy appli-
cations to the new platform with little or no modification. This 
technology makes it easier to fully utilize the processing poten-
tial of the 3rd generation Intel Core i7. Routing of the PCIe 
fabric is provided by the Kontron VX3906, one of the industry’s 
first PCIe 3.0 VPX switches. This switch roughly doubles the 
per-lane throughput compared to PCIe 2.0, providing a major 
performance boost.

With VXFabric, the use of standard communication protocols 
– TCP/IP or UDP/IP based on the socket API – protects the 
application software investment. Legacy software can operate 
now and new software based on TCP/IP is ensured support for 
years to come. OEMs and developers can enjoy an optimized 
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and have a direct migration 
path from their existing applications deploying today. VXFabric 
addresses all fast and low latency peer-to-peer inter-computer 
node communication within a chassis. VXFabric can deliver 
up to 4.2 Gigabytes per second (GBps) in data throughput 
between VPX boards in a rack over PCI Express.

Editor’s Note: This article first appeared as a blog post on the Intel Embedded Community website,  
and was published by the Intel Intelligent Systems Alliance.

Application

VxFabric
Implementation

Socket

TCP/IP Stack

VXFabric

PCIe
Hardware

Ethernet
 Hardware

Ethernet
Driver

››
Figure 3 | Kontron’s VXFabric middleware enables the 
TCP/IP protocol over PCI Express to facilitate 40 GbE-like 
bandwidth speeds.

Figure 2 | The VX3044 is a 3U VPX SBC integrated in the 
Kontron PoC for HPEC applications.
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In addition to the high-performance interconnection between 
blades, there is the tremendous amount of processing power 
provided with the 3rd generation Intel Core i7-3612QE pro-
cessor (4M cache, 4 execution cores, 8 threads) with the inte-
grated graphics core, the Intel® HD Graphics 4000. The Intel 
HD Graphics 4000 provides 16 graphics Execution Units (EUs) 
that produce a noticeable improvement in 3D performance of 
as much as 2x. This combination in the 22 nm process makes 
for low power consumption, and the integration enables even 
smaller packages helping to increase blade functional density 
that is so important to HPEC.

HPEC applications require high GFLOPS performance. This is 
achieved with the Core/GPU combination of the 3rd genera-
tion Intel Core i7-3612QE processor and Intel HD Graphics 4000 
(Figure 4). This low-voltage processor has a very favorable 
GFLOPS/watt ratio thanks to Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 
(Intel® AVX) technology.

Graphics computing offers unprecedented application perfor-
mance by offloading compute-intensive portions of the appli-
cation to the Intel HD Graphics 4000 execution units while the 
remainder of the code still runs on the CPU cores. The CPU 
cores are optimized for serial processing while the graphic EUs 
are more efficient for parallel process performance. Many radar 
and sonar applications can be broken down into serial and par-
allel algorithms that can take advantage of this combination. 
The graphics EUs provide a massively parallel processing sub-
system that can focus on many threads and parallel large data 
sets boosting the GFLOPS to high-performance levels.

Looking forward, the performance story will get even better 
with the 4th generation Intel® Core processor family. These 
chips introduce the Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® 
AVX) 2.0 instruction set, which doubles peak floating-point 
throughput to enable a quad-core mobile-class processor to 
achieve up to 307 GFLOPS at 2.4 GHz. The graphics engine 

is also upgraded, offering another 352 GFLOPS of raw perfor-
mance through OpenCL 1.2 programming – more than dou-
bling overall compute potential – while adding only a few watts 
of power consumption.

The Kontron PoC platform is also notable for integrating a 
wealth of hardware and software that simplifies development. 
The PoC platform includes a Linux distribution, diskless node 
support, and parallel workload management software. Also 
integrated are compilers, optimized FFT benchmark code 
samples, and a stress test application framework for bench-
marking. Computer health management is enabled through a 
chassis management board kit, system-wide PBIT, and power/
performance management at the system level.

The goal of the Kontron HPEC PoC is to help developers dra-
matically streamline the process from design to field deploy-
ment of next-generation radar and sonar that are expected to 
make a tremendous jump in a processing power and bandwidth.

The VPX-based PoC is a flexible design that can be specifically 
optimized for the most demanding applications. The configu-
rable PCI Express switch fabric interconnect can be routed in 
ways most appropriate for the data transfer needs of HPEC 
platforms. Legacy application support with TCP/IP make the 
platform even more attractive, leaving it to the imagination 
of designers to utilize the 10x increase in bandwidth. Based 
on mainstream IT technology (TCP/IP, PCIe, Intel® processors), 
the Kontron HPEC PoC is also developed to address the U.S. 
military’s smart procurement initiatives that put into place more 
rapid and agile purchasing processes. 

Kontron  |  us.kontron.com
intelintelligentsystemsalliance.com/member-roster/Kontron

Original text can be found at: 
opsy.st/IEuYJa

› Figure 4 | Intel HD Graphics 4000 execution units add GFLOPS to HPEC applications.
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Avionics 24
 LCR Electronics, Inc. 

Communications 24
 CES – Creative Electronic Systems
 Faster Technology
 Pentek, Inc.

Imaging 24 
 Innovative Integration

Industrial 25-26
 Embedded Computing,  
   Emerson Network Power
 Hartmann Electronic

Radar 26-27 
 Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
 Innovative Integration
 Mercury Systems

Surveillance 28
 Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
 Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions

Rugged 27-28
 ADLINK Technology, Inc. 
 Behlman Electronics
 Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions
 Embedded Computing,  
   Emerson Network Power
 Innovative Integration
 SIE Computing Solutions, Inc.
 TE Connectivity

T&M 29-30
 Dawn VME Products, Inc.
 Highland Technology, Inc.
 Innovative Integration
 Intermas US, LLC

UAV 30
 ADLINK Technology, Inc.
 Alphi Technology Corporation
 Dawn VME Products, Inc.

Despite reduced Department of Defense 
(DoD) budgets, VITA Standards Organization 
(VSO) working groups continue to create and 
perfect standards such as VITA 59 (Rugged 
COM Express) and the VITA Small Form 
Factors (VITA 73, 74, and 75), to lower costs 
and increase vendor interoperability. Other 
VITA technologies such as VPX/OpenVPX 
and the PMC, XMC, and FMC ecosystems 
also continue to flourish, while the legacy 
VME bus continues to be used widely in 
various spaces. Our 2014 Buyer’s Guide 
showcases new products based on VITA 
standards that are well suited for avionics, 
radar, rugged, communications, unmanned, 
industrial, test and measurement, and other 
applications.

BUYER's GUIDE

Featured

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions  p. 27, 28

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  p.26, 28

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power p. 25, 27

SIE Computing Solutions, Inc p.28
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LCR Electronics is a global leader in standard and custom chassis, backplanes and systems. We are an approved 
supplier of airborne, shipboard and defense ground vehicle equipment to many of the world’s leading OEMs.

Highlights of our 3U VPX ATR Integrated System: (2x) Core i7 processor blades (2.5GHz) 8GB DDR3 1600MHz 
memory per blade • (2x) 28 VDC 400W power supplies • (1x) 28 VDC Inputs (MIL-STD-38999) • (2x) 55 Pin I/O 
Connectors (MIL-STD-38999) • 7.5" W x 12.62" D x 7.62" H in dimension • Aluminum Frame, convection over 
conduction cooled • (2x) VITA 62 conduction cooled power supplies • (5x) VITA 48.2 conduction cooled modules

LCR Electronics, Inc. 3U VPX ATR Integrated System

www.lcr-inc.com  •  sales@lcr-inc.com  •  (800) 527-4362 16334vita-technologies.com/p99

The CES RIOV-2440 is a 3U OpenVPX™ Single Board Computer featuring the latest Freescale® QorIQ® T4240 pro-
cessor in a compact, rugged form factor. The T4240 is the fi rst Advanced Multiprocessing SoC from Freescale®, with 
12 dual-threaded cores. The RIOV-2440 also integrates 12 GB of high-speed DDR3 memory in three separate banks,
2 GB of onboard Flash, and direct I/O connections to the backplane. The overhead of additional switches and bridges
is eliminated, while fl exibility is provided by the multiple processor I/O confi guration options, including PCIe, SRIO, GbE, 
10GbE and SATA II. It is compatible with OpenVPX™ payload slot profi les.

CES – Creative Electronic Systems RIOV-2440

www.ces.ch 14348vita-technologies.com/p99

The FM-S14 is an FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) module providing up to four SFP/SFP+ module interfaces directly to the 
MGTs of a Xilinx FPGA. Direct connections between the SFP/SFP+ transceivers and the host FPGA ensure maximum 
throughput and minimum latency. The FM-S14 supports either 1.8 or 2.5 volt signaling to ensure interoperability across 
a wide range of FPGA families. A sister card, the FM-S18 will support up to 8 SFP/SFP+ connections.
FEATURES: Industry standard, modular FPGA I/O in FMC (VITA 57) module • High-speed serial, fi ber optic or copper, 
connections into an FPGAs MGT interface • One quad-SFP cage supports four SFP/SFP+ transceiver modules • Fully 
FMC compatible • Supports a wide range of SFP and SFP+ transceivers wth signaling rates up to 10Gb/sec

Faster Technology FM-S14 Quad SFP/SFP+ Transceiver FMC

www.fastertechnology.com/products/fmc.html 16371vita-technologies.com/p99

The FM-S28 provides two QSFP/QSFP+ module interfaces directly connected to the carrier card using the differential 
pairs of the FMC HPC connector. This enables a wide range of full data rate 40 Gigabit Ethernet, Fiber Channel, 
Infi niband and other very high performance serial standards to communicate with FPGA devices that have built in
10 Gigabit serial transceivers, such as the Xilinx Virtex-6 HXT family.
FEATURES: Provides lowest possible latency from media to the FPGA inputs • Supports full 10 Gigabit Ethernet
with lower performance FPGA carrier cards • Industry standard, modular FPGA I/O in an FPGA Mezzanine Card • Two 
QSFP/QSFP+ cages support two QSFP/QSFP+ transceiver modules

Faster Technology FM-S28 Dual QSFP/QSFP+ Transceiver FMC 

www.fastertechnology.com/products/fmc.html 16368vita-technologies.com/p99

The Bandit™ Model 8111 provides a series of high-performance, low-cost RF slot receiver modules. Packaged in a 
shielded enclosure, the modules offer programmable gain, high dynamic range and low noise fi gure. Input options 
cover specifi c frequency bands of the RF spectrum, and have IF output optimized for A/D converters. Seven different 
input-frequency band options are offered, each tunable across a 400-MHz band with an overlap of 100 MHz between 
adjacent bands. These options accommodate signals from 800 MHz to 3.000 GHz. The 8111 is an ideal solution for 
receiving, amplifying, and downconverting antenna signals for satellite communications, radar, and signal intelligence 
systems. More information at: http://pentek.com/go/vitat8111.

Pentek, Inc. Bandit Analog RF Slot Receivers

http://pentek.com/go/vitat8111 11855vita-technologies.com/p99

The FMC-250 is a high speed digitizing and signal generation FMC IO module featuring two 250SPS A/D channels
and two 1200 MSPS D/A channels supported by sample clock and triggering features.

The FMC-250 features two 16-bit 250 MSPS A/Ds, plus a dual channel, 1200 MSPS update rate DAC. Analog I/O may 
be either AC or DC coupled. Receiver IF frequencies of up to 125 MHz are supported. The sample clock is from either 
an ultra-low-jitter PLL or external input. Multiple cards can be synchronized for sampling.

Innovative Integration FMC-250

www.innovative-dsp.com 11949vita-technologies.com/p99
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Industrial

KR8-VPX-3-6-1 is an Emerson enclosure designed for use with 3U convection cooled VPX blades. This chassis 
is primarily designed for development and lab duties as it can be desk or table mounted, has a convenient carry-
ing handle, is powered from a standard AC supply, and has the ability to act as an open frame chassis with the 
removal of the side panels for board level debugging. In addition, KR8-VPX-3-6-1 is suitable for deployment as it 
meets Emerson’s standard safety requirements and EMC and environmental requirements for ground benign based 
installations. 

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power KR8-VPX-3-6-1

Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing 15280vita-technologies.com/p99

Emerson’s MVME2500 series SBC with Freescale QorIQ P2010 or P2020 processor is a perfect migration path from 
MVME3100, MVME4100, MVME5100 and MVME5110. On-board memory includes up to 2GB DDR3 memory and 
512KB non-volatile MRAM. The MVME2502 variant has 8GB soldered eMMC solid state memory for additional
rugged, non-volatile storage. Connectivity includes Gigabit Ethernet, USB 2., serial ports, SATA port and either one or 
two PMC/XMC site with the MVME2500 and MVME2502 respectively. A hard drive mounting kit is available for Serial 
ATA or solid state hard drives. Extended temperature, rugged variants and conformal coating are available.

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power MVME2500

Emerson.com/VME 15276vita-technologies.com/p99

Emerson’s MVME4100 SBC with Freescale MPC8548E processor provides a high-performance, cost-effective continu-
ation for currently deployed VME infrastructure. The Freescale e500 core coupled with the current operating systems 
allows for double precision fl oating point operations. In addition, the processor-enabled supplementary encryption 
engine can be leveraged to address new opportunities meeting the ever-growing demands for network privacy and 
data security. Memory options, high speed 2eSST protocol interface, and extensive I/O enable Emerson’s MVME4100 
to provide maximum performance and fl exibility. Extended temperature and rugged variants support a wide range of 
operating and storage temperatures in addition to increased tolerances for shock.

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power MVME4100

Emerson.com/VME 15278vita-technologies.com/p99

Emerson’s MVME7100, featuring the system-on-chip MPC864xD processor, offers a growth path for VMEbus cus-
tomers with applications on the previous generation of VME, specifi cally the MPC74xx processors. OEMs can keep 
their VMEbus infrastructure while improving performance and extending the lifecycle. Also, the extended lifecycle of 
Emerson computing products helps reduce churns in development and support efforts resulting from frequent product 
changes. The faster processor and 2eSST VMEbus interface combine to offer signifi cant performance improvement. 
New cost-effective peripherals can be integrated easily using USB interfaces. Extended temperature variants support a 
wide range of operating and storage temperatures in addition to increased tolerances for shock. 

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power MVME7100

Emerson.com/VME 15277vita-technologies.com/p99

Emerson’s MVME8100 is a high performance 6U VME/VXS SBC featuring the Freescale QorIQ P5020 processor with up 
to 8GB DDR3-1333MHz ECC memory, 512K NVRAM, and 8GB eMMC NAND Flash. It offers expanded I/O and memory 
features with PCIe and SRIO fabric connectivity and multiple USB, Serial and Ethernet ports. The MVME8100 is offered 
in commercial and fully rugged variants for extreme environments with extended shock, vibration, temperatures and 
conduction cooling. It is designed for a range of high end industrial control such as SPE and photo lithography and 
C4ISR, including radar/sonar. It will provide technology insertion to prolong current programs while providing more 
computing performance and data throughput. Supports multiple operating systems.

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power MVME8100

Emerson.com/VME 14991vita-technologies.com/p99

Emerson’s VPX3000 is a convection cooled, fanless enclosure that accepts up to three 3U conduction cooled VPX 
modules. It includes a confi gurable I/O Adapter Board (IAB) that is designed to mate with 3U conduction cooled 
VPX modules. The IAB routes I/O from the payloads to the front of the enclosure and supports a range of I/O
connectivity via suitable front panel connectors. VPX3000 includes a VITA-62 compliant power supply slot fi tted 
with either an AC or DC power supply with a MIL-38999 connector power input connector. It has a full mesh 
backplane confi guration for high bandwidth applications and includes integral solid state drive options for local 
application and data storage. 

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power Emerson VPX3000

Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing 15279vita-technologies.com/p99
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WILDSTAR COTS OpenVPX Ecosystem begins with a 4 slot chassis with a custom designed high performance mesh 
backplane, a 6 slot chassis with a custom designed high speed switched backplane with room for 1 switch card, and 
a 12 slot chassis with a custom designed high speed backplane with accomodation for 2 switch cards. It also includes 
WILDSTAR 6  FPGA Processing boards, with 1, 2 or 3 Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGAs, and WILDSTAR A5 FPGA Processing boards, 
with 1, 2 or 3 Altera Stratix V FPGA Processing boards. Each of the processing cards can have up to 2 A/D or D/A I/O 
mezzanine cards, and up to 6 QSFP+ front panel I/O connectors, each capable of up to 40Gb Ethernet. We have a one 
slot 8 TB WILD Storage Board, and a WILD Switch Board that will carry data at up to 14 Gbps on its dataplanes. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. WILDSTAR COTS OpenVPX Ecosystem

www.annapmicro.com 11916vita-technologies.com/p99

Radar

The FMC-310 is a high speed digitizing and signal generation FMC IO module featuring four 310 MSPS A/D channels 
supported by sample clock and triggering features.

Analog I/O may be either AC or DC coupled. Receiver IF frequencies of up to 155 MHz are supported. The sample clock 
is from either an ultra-low-jitter PLL or external input. Multiple cards can be synchronized for sampling.

Innovative Integration FMC-310

http://innovative-dsp.com/products.php?product=FMC-310 15730vita-technologies.com/p99

The 6-slot OpenVPX Development Chassis from Mercury Systems is a key building block in Mercury’s subsystem devel-
opment infrastructure. Supporting a number of backplanes with slot counts of 6 or less, the chassis is designed to 
support multiple high-performance subsystem confi gurations to solve challenging problems in the radar, EW or image 
processing market spaces. By supporting lab-based subsystems, the OpenVPX development chassis helps programs 
bring algorithms and technologies to higher Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) by supporting their deployment on 
systems based on deployable designs. 
For detailed specifi cations and general product information, visit www.mrcy.com or contact Mercury at (866) 627-6951 
or info@mrcy.com.

Mercury Systems Mercury 6-slot OpenVPX Development Chassis 

www.mrcy.com 16312vita-technologies.com/p99

Mercury’s SFM6102 OpenVPX Switch Fabric Module is a VITA 46/48 switch board that provides full inter-board
10 Gigabit Ethernet data plane and Gigabit Ethernet control plane connections in an OpenVPX system. Built to OpenVPX 
(VITA 65) standard, the SFM6102 offers three functions in a single 6U slot: data plane switching, control plane switching
and chassis management. 

For detailed specifi cations and general product information, visit www.mrcy.com or contact Mercury at (866) 627-6951 
or info@mrcy.com.

Mercury Systems Mercury OpenVPX SFM6102 Ethernet Switched Fabric Module

www.mrcy.com 16318vita-technologies.com/p99

Mercury’s HDS6602 high density OpenVPX server is powered by two 10-core Intel® Xeon® processors E5-2648L v2 
(codenamed Ivy Bridge-EP) running at 1.9 GHz and supporting up to 128 GB memory. The leverage of Mercury and com-
mercial technologies produces an affordable and effi cient Size, Weight and Power to Cost (SWaP-C) processing engine 
for low risk technology adoption and fast deployment. Compatibility with prevailing software and industry standards, 
delivers a processing solution that is smooth and expedient to integrate. HDS6602’s processing density and rugged 
reliability offers new technical and performance possibilities.
For detailed specifi cations and general product information, visit www.mrcy.com or contact Mercury at (866) 627-6951 
or info@mrcy.com.

Mercury Systems Mercury HDS6602 (High Density Server) Xeon Powered OpenVPX processor module

www.mrcy.com 16296vita-technologies.com/p99

Hartmann Electronic is an established leader in the design and manufacturing of backplanes and electronic system 
platforms. With over 30 years of experience in high-speed backplane design and manufacturing, Hartmann offers 
an extensive range of standard backplanes and system platform products supporting architectures including VME/
VME64x, VXS, VPX, CompactPCI/2.16, cPCI Serial, cPCI PlusIO and others.
As a new product Hartmann offers a 2U rugged Slim-box for applications in the military and railway market.The 
Slimbox is fully out of Aluminum and a very robust construction with 8mm thick sidewalls and 3mm thick Aluminum 
top and bottom cover

Hartmann Electronic 2U Rugged Slimbox

www.hartmann-electronic.com 15462vita-technologies.com/p99
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Sealed, Rugged COTS Computing Platform – Built around the emerging SWaP and rugged form factor standard 
VITA75, HPERC’s standards-based design provides a non-proprietary solution with ultimate cost/value ratio. Inside the 
tiny footprint of HPERC™ lives the power of the 3rd generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor and optional GPGPU parallel 
processing engine. Dual removable Secure Erase RAID-0 SSDs provide screaming 12Gb/s throughput and security for 
deployment in hostile environments. Easy confi guration and expansion allows for fast integration of custom rugged 
embedded applications. HPERC reserves connector pins for expansion interfaces. GPGPU sits on a 16-lane 3rd genera-
tion PCI Express interface. Uniquely-keyed MIL-DTL-38999 connectors provide a wide array of fast I/O.

ADLINK Technology, Inc.  HPERC-IBR Extreme Rugged™ System

www.adlinktech.com 11835vita-technologies.com/p99

Rugged

Mercury’s DCM-2R2300-2T2300-FMC transceiver is capable of instantaneously capturing signals over a 1Ghz range, 
in 12bit high resolution from two input channels. 2.3GSPS performance and two coherent, synchronized 14bit DAC 
Output channels, these FMC packaged transceivers are the most capable available and ideally suitable for EW, ELINT, 
geolocation and DRFM applications.
When mounted on Mercury SCFE-V6-OVPX FPGA carriers, high bandwidth, low-latency switched fabric communication 
with other subsystem resources is enabled. 
For detailed specifi cations and general product information, visit www.mrcy.com or contact Mercury at (866) 627-6951 
or info@mrcy.com.

Mercury Systems Mercury DCM-2R2300-2T2300-FMC Transceiver

www.mrcy.com 16308vita-technologies.com/p99

Radar

Behlman’s VPXtra1000CM, VPXtra1000CD, VITA 62, 6U Open VPX COTS Power Supplies, are a rugged, highly reliable, 
conduction cooled, switch mode units built for high-end industrial and military applications. Output 12 volt can be 
paralleled for higher power and redundancy. 
Both Behlman VPXtra™1000CD and VPXtra™1000CM have no minimum load requirement, and have overvoltage and 
short circuit protection as well as overcurrent and thermal protection.
For applications with an AC input, a front-end VPXtra™1500S 6U card will be available in 2013 Q4. This unit will convert 
single or 3-phase AC to 1500W DC, to power the VPXtra™1000CD and VPXtra™1000CM.

Behlman Electronics VPXtra™

www.behlman.com/vpx_vme.html#vpx 14934vita-technologies.com/p99

Rugged

The ePC-K7 is a user-customizable, turnkey embedded instrument that includes a full Windows/Linux PC and supports 
a wide assortment of ultimate-performance FMC modules. With its modular I/O, scalable performance, and easy to use 
PC architecture, the ePC-K7 reduces time-to-market while providing the performance you need.

Distributed Data Acquisition – Put the ePC-K7 at the data source and reduce system errors and complexity. Optional 
GPS-synchronized timing, triggering and sample control is available for remote I/O. Limitless expansion via multiple 
nodes. Up to 4 HDD for data logging.

Innovative Integration ePC-K7 Rugged

www.innovative-dsp.com/products.php?product=ePC-K7 14815vita-technologies.com/p99

Rugged

Emerson’s 3U iVPX7225 features the 3rd gen Intel® Core™ i7 2.5 GHz dual-core integrated processor and Intel® 
QM77 PCH, with 8GB ECC DDR3L-1600 (soldered, designed for 16GB), and 1 MB F-RAM and 4GB USB NAND Flash. 
It is a fully rugged SBC with extended shock, vibration, temperatures and conduction cooling, for extreme environ-
ments in a range of industrial, communication and military/aerospace applications. This high compute density 
platform offers both high speed fabric connectivity with PCI Express and Gigabit Ethernet control plane connectivity 
with data transfer rates up to 5Gbps.

Embedded Computing, Emerson Network Power iVPX7225

Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing 15281vita-technologies.com/p99

Rugged

The Curtiss-Wright VPX6-1958 SBC satisfi es the most demanding processing required for fi elded applications 
including unmanned aerial and ground vehicles, tactical aircraft, armored vehicles and rugged naval systems. The 
VPX6-1958 6U OpenVPX SBC features the Intel 4th Generation Core i7 processor with four cores, a rich complement 
of I/O and a full range of air, conduction, and air fl ow through cooling options. The I/O includes dual 40GbE, PCIe
Gen 3, 4x Gigabit Ethernet, AC97 audio, RS-232, RS-422, GPIO, USB, SATA and XMC/PMC sites. The VPX6-1958 
OpenVPX Intel SBC is supported by a suite of fi rmware, RTOS board support packages (BSP), communication libraries 
and signal processing libraries.

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions VPX6-1958 6U VPX Intel Core i7 Haswell SBC

www.cwcdefense.com/vpx6-1958 16071vita-technologies.com/p99

Rugged
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Rugged, Field Terminable, 10Gb/s Ethernet I/O Connector

The CeeLok FAS-T connector system from TE Connectivity is the rugged, small form factor, fi eld terminable, I/O connec-
tor that meets high-speed 10Gb/s Ethernet performance. Designed for military, commercial aerospace and marine envi-
ronments, the CeeLok FAS-T connector easily meets today’s requirements and the expected 10 Gb/s speeds needed 
in the future. Crimp-snap contacts provide easy termination and fi eld repairability, and an integral backshell offers 
low-cost, low-weight strain relief and 360° EMI protection.

TE Connectivity CeeLok FAS-T Connector

TheFutureUnleashed.com 16167vita-technologies.com/p99

Fortis Zd High-Speed Backplane Connector

As demands on systems for real-time intelligence intensify, the importance of high performance interconnection 
becomes critical. In response, TE Connectivity created the Fortis Zd High-Speed Backplane Connector, a new connec-
tor system that supports increasing bandwidth requirements in a ruggedized format to withstand the increased shock 
and vibration requirements of emerging military applications. Compact, lightweight and fast at 12+ Gb/s along with 
4-point redundancy makes the Fortis Zd connector the choice for the next generation of high-speed electronics systems.

TE Connectivity Fortiz Zd Connector

TheFutureUnleashed.com 16168vita-technologies.com/p99

Turn & Burn with TE’s New MULTIGIG RT 2-R Connector Quad-Redundant Contact System

TE Connectivity’s MULTIGIG RT 2-R Connector quad-redundant contact system offers rugged survivability with high 
level shock and vibration beyond VITA 47. The new MULTIGIG RT 2-R Connector is a lightweight, high-speed connector 
system with a “pinless” interface tested to 10,000 mating/unmating cycles and backward compatibility to VITA 46 
connector systems.

TE Connectivity MULTIGIG RT 2-R

TheFutureUnleashed.com 16130vita-technologies.com/p99

8 TB of Storage Per Each 6U OpenVPX Slot • Up to Sixteen SSDs per Board in a Single 1" OpenVPX Slot • Up to 4 GB/s 
Write and Up to 8 GB/s Read Bandwidth • 8x PCIe Gen3 for almost 8 GB/s Full Duplex to each Adjacent Slot on Backplane 
(P2 and P5) • Up to 40Gb Ethernet or QDR Infi niBand on each of Four Fat Pipes on P1, for a total of 20GB/s on P1 • Hot 
Swappable Canister with up to Sixteen Pluggable 1.8" SSD SATA 3.x Drives, with 2, 4 or 8 Terabytes per Canister • 
10,000 Insertion Cycle Rating • Canister Carrier Remains in Chassis • 4 GB DDR3 DRAM • System Management using 
IPMI • API for Command and Control of the Storage Process • Diagnostic Monitoring and Confi guration over Backplane 
or Front Panel Status LEDs for 16 SSDs and Backplane Control, Data Plane Connections

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. WILD Data Storage Solution – 8 TB/Slot

www.annapmicro.com 11930vita-technologies.com/p99

Surveillance

The CHAMP-AV9 combines the fl oating point performance of the Intel Core i7 4th Gen (Haswell) processors with the 
bandwidth & system-enabling features of 6U OpenVPX. Providing a pair of quad-core Core i7 processors, featuring 
the updated AVX 2.0 instruction units and redesigned on-chip GPGPU numerical co-processor, the CHAMP-AV9 offers 
a 2-4X performance per size, weight & power improvement over previous DSP modules. Dual-channel 25 GB/s DDR3 
memory per CPU provides ample bandwidth to simultaneously serve CPU access & streaming I/O from the VPX back-
plane interfaces. The CHAMP-AV9 is supported with O/S & development tools including VxWorks, Linux, & Gedae.

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions CHAMP-AV9 6U OpenVPX Intel Core i7 DSP Card

www.cwcdefense.com/champ-av9 12457vita-technologies.com/p99

The 717 Series is available in standard ARINC sizes that include 1/2 ATR Short to 1-1/2 ATR Long and any custom form 
factor. From bus standards to application-specifi c custom designs, the 717 Series provides an expansive offering of 
ATRs for platforms such as the VME, VME64x, VXS, VPX and CPCI architectures. The 717 Series is a member of SIE’s 
conduction-cooled line of ATRs. Designed specifi cally for rugged deployment and to direct air over the thermal conduct-
ing walls, its cooling can be confi gured to meet application requirements by either drawing air through the walls and 
out a rear exhaust plenum or forcing air down the walls and directing it away from the equipment. When confi gured for 
unpressurized environments, the 717 Series can be confi gured with a high-altitude cooling scheme to permit ultimate 
performance at altitudes up to 50,000 feet. 

SIE Computing Solutions, Inc. 717 Series Air-Over Conduction Cooled ATR Enclosures

www.sie.com 16706vita-technologies.com/p99

Rugged
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Designed specifi cally for the Open-VPX market, Dawn’s EXB-7458 provides a safe and secure environment for your boards 
under test. Models are available to support signals for either VME over VPX (VITA 46.1) or differential pairs (VITA 65).
Dawn’s embedded RuSH™ (Rugged System Health Monitor) technology provides the “smarts,” which enables monitoring 
of critical system parameters including voltage, current, and control of power shutdown of all voltage rails.
This product can be used to quickly and easily measure and profi le the normal current used on each voltage rail. Thresholds 
can be set to instantly shut off power on any voltage rail should current limits be exceeded by any board under test, effec-
tively protecting both the board and system from damage caused by short circuits.

Dawn VME Products, Inc. EXB-7458 OpenVPX 6U Extender Board

www.dawnvme.com 16128vita-technologies.com/p99

The V120 is a VME bus master crate controller, usable as a crate slot 0 arbiter or as a secondary controller. Each PCI Express 
cable driver board, in a PC backplane, can drive one or two V120s over standard, fl exible PCI Express cable assemblies up 
to 7 meters long.
Designed for long-term availability, the V120 contains no proprietary VME chips. Clean, simple architecture means no 
jumpers and no setup needed for basic VME I/O.
VME module registers are directly mapped into PC address space. The V120 provides 8184 remapping registers, each 
controlling a 16 kbyte PC-to-VME remapping page with fl exible timing and endian controls. The default powerup mapping 
allows immediate access to the A16, A24, and partial A32 VME address spaces. DMA and VME64 support are optional.

Highland Technology, Inc. V120 VME PCI Express Crate Controller

www.HighlandTechnology.com 11903vita-technologies.com/p99

Dawn’s DC-3 VPX Development System for 3U boards represents the latest in state-of-the-art technology. It provides a
capability of confi guring up to an 8-slot system that supports any mix of 3U convection or conduction cooled boards and 3U 
transition modules on .8" or 1.0" centers, along with an advanced capability to support high current demands and correspond-
ing high cooling requirements. Backplane profi les and topologies are or will be available to test any board confi guration.
Power supply choices support 12H and 5VH-based systems. Optional ”VEN“ power systems available for cost savings if 
desired. Cooling is delivered equally at each slot with up to 700 LFM across the boards with no dead spots. Chassis side 
panels are removable for side board access and probing. Airfl ow through the board area provides adequate cooling for even 
high power boards.

Dawn VME Products, Inc. DEV-4200 VPX 3U DC-3 Development System

www.dawnvme.com 10607vita-technologies.com/p99
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For more information: www.ces.ch

Headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, CES - Creative Electronic Systems SA has been 
designing and manufacturing complex high-performance avionic, defense and communica-
tion boards, subsystems and complete systems for thirty years (such as ground and flight 
test computers, ground station subsystems, radar subsystems, mission computers, DAL A 
certified computers, video platforms, as well as test and support equipment). CES is 
involved in the most advanced aerospace and defense programs throughout Europe and 
the US, and delivers innovative solutions worldwide.

Swiss-Made Kintex™-7 3U OpenVPX™ FPGA Board
with FMC Slot
The FIOV-2310 is made in Switzerland, for world-wide
embedded high-performance signal
processing and I/O applications.
Easy integration: multiple memory
and slot pand slot profile configurations,
cooling options and temperature ranges,
fully integrated with the Xilinx development tools.

High-Performance SOLUTIONS
from CESHigh-Performance SOLUTIONS



Alphi Technology Corporation  |  PMC-SoftDac32F vita-technologies.com/p9916310

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions  |  VPX6-1958 vita-technologies.com/p9916071

Elma Electronic  |  12-Slot MicroTCA.4 Platform vita-technologies.com/p9910478

EPT, Inc. USA  |  Velox Model #308-52200-41 vita-technologies.com/p9916320

North Atlantic Industries  |  SIU6 vita-technologies.com/products/id/?45267
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Intermas develops and manufactures components and modules for the packaging of electronics: cabinets, housings, 
subracks, cassettes and an extensive range of accessories for 19" rack systems. The electronic enclosure systems 
are used in the fi elds of PCI, VME/VME64x, cPCI, IEEE, and communication applications with state-of-the-art EMI and 
RFI-shielded protection.
• 19" subracks and housings in various sizes from 1U to 12U and depths of 300-500mm • EMI and RFI-shielded protection using 
stable stainless steel contact springs ensure permanent and reliable bonding • InterRail product line meets tough physical
demands and vibration-proof use for railway, traffi c, and power station engineering • Desktop and rack mount options

Intermas US, LLC Electronic Enclosures – InterMeZo

www.intermas-us.com  •  Contact: intermas@intermas-us.com 16263vita-technologies.com/p99

ADLINK has a rich history of innovating and delivering standards-based, rugged defense products. Starting with the 
introduction of its conduction-cooled CompactPCI and Extreme Rugged™ board-level products in COM Express, PC/104 
and EBX form factors, and now introducing our high performance VPX6000 Series. The rugged VPX6000 6U VPX proces-
sor blade offers extensive I/O functionality along with a 4th generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor with Mobile Intel® 
QM87 Express Chipset. It is conduction cooled with conformal coating, making the blade ideal for mission critical 
applications such as military and aerospace platforms. The VPX6000 also offers remote management and TPM support 
and offers storage upgrade via a mezzanine card.

ADLINK Technology, Inc. VPX6000 Rugged 6U Processor Blade

www.adlinktech.com 16210vita-technologies.com/p99

The PCIe-Mini-DIO16 is a PCIexpress Mini board with 16 Digital high voltage channels. For monitors or controls the 
on/off (high/low) status of up to 16 devices. Each channel can be used as an input or output.

FEATURES: 0 to 60V DC Input Attenuator • Output Sink up to 1A per channel • 16 digital input and/or output
channels • 60V DC low-side switch outputs • TTL-compatible input threshold with hysteresis • Change-of-state/
level interrupts (up to 8) • Buffered inputs include hysteresis to increase • Noise immunity

Alphi Technology Corporation PCIe-Mini-DIO16 

www.alphitech.com 16279vita-technologies.com/p99
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Dawn PSC-6236 universal AC input VITA 62 compliant 3U power supply for air or conduction cooled OpenVPX systems. True 6 
channel supply with up to 400 watts output. Mission critical wide temperature range at high power. Input 85 VAC to 264 VAC, 
47 Hz to 400 Hz. Can be special ordered to support high current single channel applications. Embedded RuSH™ technology 
actively monitors voltage, current and temperature, and provides protective control.
The PSC-6236 offers current sharing with up to four power supplies in a system for outputs of 12V, 5V and 3.3V. The PSC-6236 
is designed to be compliant with MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-704F and MIL-STD-810F. Dawn offers application-specifi c VITA 62 
compliant power supply design, manufacturing and production through modifi cations to its PSC-6236 platform, and can incor-
porate requirements into a customized power management solution for prototyping and development.

Dawn VME Products, Inc. PSC-6236 UNIVERSAL AC INPUT VITA 62 3U POWER SUPPLY

www.dawnvme.com 13086vita-technologies.com/p99
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The mini-K7 is a user-customizable, turnkey embedded instrument that includes a full Windows/Linux PC and supports 
a wide assortment of ultimate-performance FMC modules. With its modular I/O, scalable performance, and easy to use 
PC architecture, the mini-K7 reduces time-to-market while providing the performance you need.

Distributed Data Acquisition – Put the mini-K7 at the data source and reduce system errors and complexity. Optional 
GPS or IEEE1588-synchronized timing, triggering and sample control is available for remote I/O. Limitless expansion
via multiple nodes. Up to 4 SSD for data logging.

Innovative Integration mini-K7

www.innovative-dsp.com/products.php?product=Mini-K7 15977vita-technologies.com/p99
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